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Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ....................... #TG-Bivins-L-B or I
Created by John Bivins, for use on his famous 1776 rifles, this classic 

Lancaster County style triggerguard is modelled after the work of Isaac Haines. 
The large bow guard will accommodate set triggers, but is often used with a 
scrolled single trigger. We call this the large Bivins guard, and we recommend 
it on our fully pre-inlet John Bivins design 1770 Lancaster stock for the 42” 
swamped barrel. 
#TG-Bivins-L-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $27.50
#TG-Bivins-L-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $21.99

Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ....................... #TG-Bivins-S-B or I
A large 1770 era Lancaster County style triggerguard, modelled after 

the work of Isaac Haines. The bow is smaller than our large Bivins style, 
large enough for double set triggers, but often used with our Bivins single 
trigger and plate. We call this our small Bivins guard. It is used on our  
pre-inlet Isaac Haines early Lancaster stock for 38” swamped barrel. 
#TG-Bivins-S-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $29.99
#TG-Bivins-S-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $22.99

 The work of Isaac Haines was little known until John Bivins and his 
associates began emulating his work. Apparently Joe Kindig, Jr. did 
not have an Isaac Haines longrifle in his vast collection, so Haines is 
not listed in Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle in its Golden Age.
 Today we suspect that Isaac Haines may have been the most 
 influential artisan in Lancaster County, during the golden age of the 
American longrifle. He studied the carving of the fine furniture made in 
Philadelphia and London, used these refined designs in his work, and 
he influenced the other gun makers in the Lancaster County area.

Sell your Black Powder Gun?
We seek black powder guns, especially flint longrifles,

double shotguns, percussion revolvers, plains rifles, pocket pistols,
single shot rifles, lever action rifles, cowboy revolvers, and fowling guns.

Sell one gun, a collection, reloading tools, books, molds, horns and pouches.
We specialize in traditional guns, not modern in-line actions or plastic stocks.
Request our free appraisal form by mail, phone, or download it today.

http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tg-bivins-l-b
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tg-bivins-l-i
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tg-bivins-s-b
http://www.trackofthewolf.com/?p=tg-bivins-s-i

